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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?

This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

A Knit and a Knot Early Reader
Amanda Brandon & Catalina Echeverri

This Activity Pack is for:
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ISBN: 978-1-84886-387-3
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99
Granny Mutton is teaching little Lionel how to knit. When she
decides it’s time for her to get out her special wool, they realise
it’s missing! After searching high and low, Lionel finds clues that
lead him to the thief: Pipsqueak. Pipsqueak just wanted the wool
to knit his little brothers and sisters some blankets, so Lionel and
Granny decide to help him - and start their own knitting club!
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Fill in the Gaps
Can you remember the words from the story?

1. He was knitting          but it wasn’t easy.

squares           footprints straw 

2. Soon he saw         the sheep-dog. 

Granny   Rocky Lionel

3. “There must be a wool thief in the          .”

fence          hedge farmyard

4. But then they heard a                 behind them. 

rumble   bang          crack

5. The          shouted as he dropped into a big pile of straw.

wool  thief bull

6. And he tucked a                  under each square.

duck  knot mouse

Tip: 
If you can’t remember

which word is the right one,
have another read of the

story to see if you can 
spot it!
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Fill in a Letter
What is the missing letter?

1. Granny Mutton was te    ching Lionel to knit.

a e t

2. “My lovely new wool has gon    ,” Granny said.

g n e

3. He fell in the he    ge. “Ouch!”

v d g

4. “Now we’ve lost the tra    l,” Lionel said.

a e i

5. He fet    hed his knitting and sang...

k c t

6. “Time to start a new knitting clu    .”

b r s

Tip:
If you get stuck, 

sound out the letters and see
which one makes a word.
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Word Search

bed

club

footprints

knit

rumble

squares

Words:
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straw

thief

wool
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 wordsearch. 10-square. grid words laid out across-and-down. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters.  d

A Knit and a Knot
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Answers
Fill in the gaps:
1. squares

2. Rocky

3. farmyard

4. rumble

5. thief

6. mouse

Fill in a letter:
1. a

2. e

3. d

4. i

5. c

6. b

Wordsearch:
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